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Behavioural assessment methods have been used to signal the need for intervention and to evaluate treatment effectiveness. Direct observation and rating scales have been used to assess pain and distress associated with acute medical procedures, postoperative pain, critical care, and analogue pain induction procedures and other sources. Two recent scholarly reviews of behavioural assessment methods were conducted by the Society of Pediatric Psychology Evidence-Based Assessment Task Force and the Pediatric Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials, which classified various instruments as well established, approaching well established or promising. The characteristics of the eight behavioural assessment scales that were recommended by one of these task forces are further reviewed in the present paper. The results indicate that behavioural assessment scales have been used flexibly to assess pain in a wide variety of situations, across different pediatric populations and for patients of different ages. In the present review, there appears to be no basis for designating the scales as measures of distress versus pain; both emotional and sensory components of pain seem to be assessed by each of the scales. There is considerable overlap among the behavioural indicators of pain used in the different scales. Furthermore, the behavioural codes indicative of pain may occur before, during and after painful events. Recommendations for future research are provided, including using behavioural assessment to focus on children’s coping and adults’ behaviours, as well as pain.
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**Échelles comportementales d’évaluation de la douleur pédiatrique**

Des échelles comportementales d’évaluation de la douleur ont servi d’indicateurs de la nécessité d’intervenir et d’outils de mesure de l’efficacité des traitements. L’observation directe et les échelles d’évaluation ont permis de quantifier la souffrance et la détresse associées aux interventions médicales aiguës, aux interventions chirurgicales (en période postopératoire), aux soins critiques, aux techniques d’inductions de la douleur et autres. La Society of Pediatric Psychology Evidence-Based Assessment Task Force et la Pediatric Initiative on Methods, Measurement and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials ont récemment procédé à deux analyses scientifiques sur des méthodes d’observation du comportement et ont classé divers instruments selon qu’ils étaient bien établis, sur le point de l’être ou prometteurs. Les caractéristiques de huit échelles comportementales d’évaluation ont été utilisées avec flexibilité pour évaluer la douleur dans une vaste gamme de contextes, auprès de différentes populations de patients pédiatriques d’âges divers. Selon la présente analyse, il ne semble par y avoir lieu de distinguer les échelles selon qu’elles mesurent la détresse plutôt que la douleur; les dimensions émotionnelles et sensorielles de la douleur semblent adéquatement évaluées par les échelles. On constate un chevauchement important des indicateurs comportementaux de la douleur dans les différentes échelles. De plus, les codes comportementaux des indicateurs de la douleur peuvent apparaître avant, durant et après les épisodes douloureux. Les auteurs formulent des recommandations pour la recherche future, y compris sur des évaluations des indices comportementaux qui aborderaient les mécanismes d’adaptation des enfants et les attitudes des parents, en plus de la douleur.

Pain assessment can have several functions. At minimum, it can be used to indicate the need for intervention, as well as to evaluate the effectiveness of treatments designed to reduce pain. Also, pain assessment is necessary to determine the associations between levels of pain and other variables. This explicative type of research, typically conducted using correlational methods, is useful for understanding how other factors are related to pain and for constructing theoretical models of pain. Some correlated variables simply occur together with pain, while others may have a causal influence. If probable causal associations are found, results from correlation-based research could inform the design of interventions to reduce pain (1).

The two main behavioural assessment methods are direct observation and ratings by others. Using either method, assessment may be conducted live or through the use of video and audio recordings. Simple coding systems that include a limited number of code categories are more amenable to live observation, whereas more complex coding systems require some form of recording. The rate and duration of pain behaviours are more precisely measured using direct observation, while the intensity of behaviour is most easily assessed using rating scales. It is also possible to combine direct observation and rating scales, so that behaviours are coded for occurrence and also rated for intensity. In addition, it is also possible to assign intensity weightings to the code categories in the assessment instrument, as has been done with the Observation Scale of Behavioral Distress (OSBD) (2). For example, scream may be weighted higher than cry.

With behavioural assessment, determining the beginning and ending points for the observational period is necessary. This is most easily illustrated during acute painful medical procedures. Observations made during the preprocedural phase, typically starting a few minutes before needle insertion, assess anticipatory fear or anxiety. The encounter phase may include needle insertion through withdrawal. Finally, the postprocedural recovery phase may include the needle withdrawal until a few minutes have passed or until the child leaves the treatment room. These well-defined events, anchored around the injection or other painful procedures, have greatly facilitated the development of behavioural assessment methodology.

For assessing nonprocedural types of pain and distress, such as pain due to a stomach ache or sickle cell disease, some other method of determining when to observe would be needed. It is possible to use interviews to help determine whether there are temporal or other variations, such as whether pain would be more likely to occur at a given time of day, when engaging in a...
particular activity (such as getting ready for school) or when a particular person is present. To the extent that systematic variations in pain can be identified, behavioural assessment is more applicable.

Recording pain behaviours may be conducted using a continuous coding format, in which each occurrence of the behaviour is recorded. From this, rates may be determined. An interval coding system is also applicable for capturing the dimensions of rate and duration of behaviour, albeit neither is assessed perfectly. If intervals are used, it is important to keep the interval length short (5 s to 15 s) to assure maximum sensitivity to variations in pain behaviour. Electronic recording and data analysis software are also available, although these can be expensive and cumbersome. For more details on behavioural assessment guidelines, refer to the publication by Bakeman and Gottman (3).

The choice of whether to use a direct observation or rating system approach is based on a host of factors. Well-constructed direct observation systems typically provide the greatest detail, rate is a readily understood and communicated objective measure and the data can be used in a flexible manner. In contrast, rating scales have the distinct advantage of requiring less time and effort to use. For this reason, rating scales probably enjoy greater popularity in clinical settings.

**Behavioural Assessment in Pediatric Pain: Task Forces Reviews**

There have been two recent scholarly reviews in this area, the results of which will be briefly summarized below. Both groups, the Society of Pediatric Psychology Evidence-Based Assessment Task Force (SPP-EBA) on Pain Assessment (4), and the Pediatric Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials (Ped-IMMPACT) (5) used the SPP-EBA's objective criteria for evidence-based assessment (6). Using the SPP-EBA criteria, assessment instruments were categorized as well established, approaching well established or promising (6). Additional criteria were used by von Baeyer and Spagrud (5). The methods used for selecting instruments to review also differed between the two groups.

The SPP-EBA used various literature search engines and reviews to compile a list of 367 measures used in eight different areas of pediatric psychology, including 25 observational measures for assessing pain in infants and children. This list was sent to the 325 subscribers on the Society's e-mail listserv with instructions to indicate the instruments that they had used; subscribers were then asked to return the document after completion. Respondents could also nominate instruments they used that were not on the list. Eighty-seven members responded.

Eighty-seven members responded. The SPP-EBA used that were not on the list. Eighty-seven members responded.

For the Ped-IMMPACT review, 22 scales were selected for review based on literature searches. One of the additional criteria beyond those developed by the SPP-EBA was that the scale could be used with low burden, meaning the amount of time, effort, equipment and training needed for use. The additional criteria favoured rating scales over direct observation measures. They recommended six scales for use: For procedural pain, the Face, Legs, Activity, Cry, Consolability (FLACC) scale (15) and the CHEOPS were recommended. For postoperative pain, the FLACC scale was recommended for use in the hospital and the Parents' Postoperative Pain Measure (PPPM) (16) for use at home. For pain in critical care settings, the COMFORT scale was recommended. For pain-related distress, fear and anxiety during medical procedures, the PBCL and PBRS were recommended. In this regard, von Baeyer and Spagrud (5) distinguished between the previous scales, which they considered to assess pain, and the two latter scales, which they viewed as assessing distress. We will examine the validity of this distinction later in the present article. Of the recommended scales, the PBRS was classified as promising; the PBCL and COMFORT scale were classified as approaching well established; and the CHEOPS, PPPM and FLACC scale were classified as well established. Each of the scales recommended by the two task forces will be described below, beginning with the direct observation measures and followed by the rating scales.

The PBRS (8) was developed specifically for infants and children up to 18 years of age with cancer, who were undergoing bone marrow aspirations (BMAs) or lumbar punctures (LPs). It originally contained 13 behavioural codes that were eventually reduced to 11 in the revised version – the PBRS-R (9). The behaviours assessed in the PBRS-R include cry, cling, pain verbal, flail, stall, scream, refuse position, restrain, emotional support, muscular rigidity and requests termination. Each behaviour is recorded once for occurrence during each of the four phases of a medical procedure – when the child enters the room, the prenumbing swabbing and anesthesia stick, the actual procedure until needle removal and from needle removal until the child leaves the treatment room. The PBRS has also been used to evaluate procedural pain and distress in children during treatment for burn injuries (17). One criticism of the PBRS-R is that it does not account for repeated code occurrences in the same phase, which likely decreases sensitivity of the measure to variations in pain.

Similar to the PBRS, the OSBD (2) was developed for use with children and adults two to 20 years of age requiring BMAs as part of their cancer treatment. The original OSBD included 11 operationally defined behaviours indicative of distress. The revised version (the OSBD-R) (7) contains eight of the original 11 components and demonstrates good sensitivity. The behaviours assessed in the OSBD-R include cry, scream, restraint, verbal resistance, information seeking, emotional support, verbal pain and flail. Unique to the OSBD, each behaviour is multiplied by a preassigned value based on the intensity of distress. For example, cry and information seeking are weighted at 1.5; emotional support at 2; verbal resistance and verbal pain at 2.5; and scream, restraint and flail at 4. These distress weights reflect the average values assigned to those behaviours by medical staff who are familiar with children undergoing BMAs. Each behaviour is coded for occurrence during consecutive 15 s intervals during four phases of the medical procedure, yielding an average for
The PBCL (12), initially developed for children six to 18 years of age, uses eight behaviours to evaluate medical procedure-related pain and anxiety. In subsequent research, the PBCL has been used with children as young as three years of age. The behaviours assessed in the PBCL include muscle tension, screaming, crying, restraint used, pain verbalized, anxiety verbalized, verbal stalling and physical resistance. Behaviours are scored based on occurrence (1 if present and 0 if absent, for a possible total score ranging from 0 to 8 per phase) and intensity (scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates ‘very mild’ and 5 indicates ‘extremely intense’), for a possible total score ranging from 0 to 40 per phase) during three phases of the procedure. The three phases include when the child enters the treatment room until aspiration site cleansing, from needle insertion to removal and from needle removal to the child’s exit from the treatment room. The PBCL score is derived from the three occurrence subscores and the three intensity subscores. This scale has been used to assess children undergoing BMAs (12,20), LPs (21,22) and venipuncture (23).

The CAMPIS (10) and the CAMPIS-R (11) were developed to evaluate behavioural distress in children associated with medical procedures, specifically BMAs and LPs. The CAMPIS child codes were developed for children two to 13 years of age, while the adult codes may be used with adults present with children as young as six months of age. In addition to child pain and distress, the CAMPIS also considers child coping, other child behaviours, and the behaviour of parents and staff during medical procedures. The CAMPIS includes 35 coding categories allocated into six areas in the CAMPIS-R. In addition to being used to code child distress (crying, screaming, verbal resistance, request emotional support, verbal fear, verbal pain, verbal emotion and information seeking), the CAMPIS can be used to code child coping (making coping statement, nonprocedure-related talk by the child, audible deep breathing and humour by the child), child neutral (child informs about status, request relief from nonprocedural discomfort, assertive procedural verbalization and child’s general condition-related talk) and the adult behaviours of adult coping promoting, adult distress promoting and adult neutral behaviours. Each variable is assessed continuously or using a 5 s interval coding system during three phases, yielding high sensitivity: up to 3 min before the procedure, during the procedure and up to 2 min following the procedure. The CAMPIS has been applied to procedures including BMAs and LPs (10,24), immunizations (25-29), painful physical therapy sessions (30), voiding cystourethrogram procedures (31) and analogue pain tasks (32).

The CHEOPS (13) was developed for use in the postoperative setting for children one to 12 years of age, but has been applied to other acute pain situations, such as immunizations (33,34), venipuncture (35,36), fracture reduction (37) and laceration repair (38). The CHEOPS assesses six behaviours that include cry, facial, child verbal, torso, touch and legs. Each behaviour is coded on a scale of 0 to 3 based on intensity. Since its development, the CHEOPS has been used as an outcome measure in studies evaluating newborns and adolescents up to 17 years of age.

The FLACC scale was initially developed for use in postoperative pain in children four to 18 years of age (15). It includes an assessment of face, legs, activity, cry and consolability as indicators of pain. Each of these five operationally defined categories is given a score from 0 to 2, yielding a total possible range of 0 to 10. The FLACC scale has been used with a variety of populations and ages including children in the neonatal intensive care unit (39), preverbal children (40) and children with cognitive impairment (41), as well as with pediatric postoperative pain (42).

The COMFORT scale (14), a measure of behavioural and physiological domains, was developed for use in the intensive care environment to signal the need for sedation to relieve distress, and is applicable for the assessment of children from birth to 18 years of age. The COMFORT scale assesses eight domains thought to be indicative of pain and distress including alertness, calmness/agitation, respiratory response, physical movement, mean arterial blood pressure, heart rate, muscle tone and facial tension. Each dimension is scored between 1 and 5, and the scores are added to yield a measure of sedation. There are two main subscales – behavioural distress and physiological distress. The COMFORT scale has also been used to assess postoperative pain (43).

The PPPM (16) is a unique measure that allows parents to rate postoperative pain cues of children seven to 12 years of age at home. Parents are asked to assess 15 items that include whine or complain more than usual, cry more easily than usual, play less than usual, not do the things s/he normally does, act more worried than usual, act more quiet than usual, have less energy than usual, refuse to eat, eat less than usual, hold the sore part of his/her body, try not to bump the sore part, groan or moan more than usual, look more flushed than usual, want to be close to parent more and take medication when normally refuses. Each domain is scored as 0 (no) or 1 (yes). Parents complete the measure following several hours of observation at designated time periods for two days following surgery. The PPPM has been extended beyond the posturgical setting and used in assessing pediatric chronic pain (44,45). The PPPM is also of value when assessing pain and distress in nonverbal populations (46).

### SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS ON BEHAVIOURAL ASSESSMENT OF PAIN AND BEHAVIOURAL DISTRESS

Following a review of these measures, conclusions can be made about the pain behaviours that are assessed, the degree of flexibility with which the scales are used, and the phases or intervals of observation. As shown in Table 1, cry was included in seven of the eight pain scales, and scream and pain verbal were included in six. The behaviours of verbal resistance and physical restraint were included in five scales, and muscular rigidity was included in four. The codes of fear/anxiety, information seeking, facial expression/tension and flail were
included in three of the eight scales. Finally, items that were included in only one or two of the eight scales included legs, verbal emotion, consolability, and many of the unique codes of the COMFORT scale and the PPPM.

The behaviours included in the various scales essentially describe pain researchers’ consensus as to what pediatric pain looks like to an observer, or at least how it should be monitored using behavioural assessment scales. Assuming the child is verbal and conscious, there is a high degree of consensus that the behaviours of cry, scream and pain verbal are indicative of pain and should be included in observational measures of pain. There is also a strong agreement that verbal resistance, physical resistance and muscular rigidity are important behaviours to observe during the assessment of pain, assuming that the child is conscious, verbal, and able to guard or resist. Although items such as fear/anxiety, information seeking, facial expression/tension and flail were endorsed less frequently, they are still valuable behaviours to assess, depending on the type of research being conducted. Finally, it is important to note that the behaviours present in only one or two of the eight scales offered unique contributions to those inventories. A lack of consensus does not necessarily mean a lack of validity for those codes.

There is great flexibility in the settings, illness populations and types of pain with which behavioural assessment measures of pain have been used, regardless of the particular purpose for which they were developed. The direct observation scales designed primarily for assessing pain during BMAs have been used with a wide range of acute painful procedures, as well as for analogue pain assessment. Also, measures intended for use in the postoperative setting, particularly the CHEOPS, have been adapted for use in procedural pain situations. There is also good evidence supporting the validity of the behavioural assessment scales across a wide age range, from early childhood through late adolescence. Some of the scales have also been used for assessment in nonverbal populations, particularly children who are on mechanical ventilation or in the pediatric intensive care unit. In short, the evidence is encouraging regarding the feasibility of adapting existing scales for use in new situations beyond those in which they have currently been employed, including chronic pain. As long as scientific issues are adequately considered, this flexibility in usage should be viewed as a strength of the behavioural assessment scales.

Finally, the intervals within which behaviours are assessed vary according to the particular pain situation. Shorter time intervals have been indicated for acute pain assessment, such as procedural pain, while longer intervals are typically associated with postoperative and critical care settings. Scales that are generally used in the acute procedural pain setting, including the PBCL, PBRS-R, OSBD-R and the CAMPIS-R, assess behaviour during phases that occur 2 min to 3 min before the needle stick, during the needle stick and several minutes following needle removal. The OSBD/OSBD-R and CAMPIS/CAMPIS-R assess behaviours at multiple intervals within those phases, and thus have greater sensitivity than the PBRS, which assesses behaviour only once per phase. The PBCL compensates for once per interval assessment by also including a 0 to 5 intensity rating for each behavioural code, thus providing a greater range of scores and greater sensitivity. Postoperative and critical care assessment scales (ie, CHEOPS, FLACC scale, COMFORT scale and PPPM) generally use a longer assessment interval following the painful event. Postoperative and critical care pain are not anchored by impending, occurring or immediately ended medical events, but rather result from procedures that occurred hours ago. Without a peak of pain during an acute procedure, longer

### TABLE 1

#### Pain behaviours used in direct observation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavioural code</th>
<th>PBRS-R</th>
<th>OSBD-R</th>
<th>PBCL</th>
<th>CAMPIS-R</th>
<th>CHEOPS</th>
<th>FLACC scale</th>
<th>COMFORT scale</th>
<th>PPPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cry</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scream</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain verbal</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical restraint</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal resistance/requests termination</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flail</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscular rigidity</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeks emotional support</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear/anxiety verbal</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information seeking</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stall/refuse position</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial expression/tension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolability</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td></td>
<td>■</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where text is present, the authors have extrapolated to indicate the category that resembled the behavioural code. Black squares indicate that a code is present in the scale. CAMPIS-R Child-Adult Medical Procedure Interaction Scale – Revised; CHEOPS Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario Pain Scale; FLACC Face, Legs, Activity, Cry, Consolability; OSBD-R Observation Scale of Behavioral Distress – Revised; PBCL Procedure Behavior Checklist; PBRS-R Procedural Behavior Rating Scale – Revised; PPPM Parents’ Postoperative Pain Measure.
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periods of observation are needed. However, the CHEOPS has also been applied to acute pain assessment and used in 5 s intervals. Overall, there is considerable flexibility in the phases and time intervals of observation.

There is an important conceptual issue in the field of behavioural assessment of pediatric pain as to whether some scales primarily measure pain and others primarily measure behavioural distress, or whether pain and behavioural distress should be separated. At this point, based on the behaviours that have been used in the instruments reviewed, there appears to be no basis for calling one scale a measure of pain rather than distress, or vice versa. There is considerable overlap among the behavioural indicators of pain used in the different scales. Many of these behaviours do not appear to have specificity as an indicator of pain or distress. For example, cry and scream – two of the most used codes in the behavioural assessment of pain – can occur before, during or after an injection, and can be driven primarily by fear, distress or pain. Likewise, information seeking can occur before or during injections (“What are you going to do?” versus “What are you doing?”) and can be in response to fear or pain. Finally, observable physiological indicators, such as a grimace or clenched jaw, tense or moving legs or torso, or needing restraint, can be indicative of fear or pain, and can occur in the anticipatory or encounter phase of a medical procedure. Our recommendation is that each of the scales should be viewed as a measure of pain and distress, regardless of the title of the scale. Clinicians and researchers should be especially aware of this point and not be misled by the names of scales or how they have traditionally been considered. We do not consider this stance to be problematic, given the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) definition of pain as including both sensory and emotional (distress) components: “Pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such” (47).

The IASP’s definition of pain also refers to actual or potential tissue damage, which seems to indicate a current and a future dimension, respectively. However, an argument can be made that pre-encounter behavioural distress should be viewed as fear and anxiety more than pain, which would occur during the encounter phase. Several factors reduce the strength of that assertion. First, anticipatory phase distress has been found to have a positive correlation of 0.86 with distress during later painful BMAs (11). This suggests that distress could be viewed as a chain of behaviours rather than as a different type of behaviour. Second, although the proportion of anticipatory distress (information seeking, emotional support and verbal fear) was higher in the anticipatory phase and demonstrative distress (cry, scream, verbal resistance, verbal pain and verbal emotion) was higher during the BMA, both types of distress occurred during the procedural and encounter phases. Furthermore, it is possible that these differing proportions of the types of distress may represent different intensities of distress rather than categorically different dimensions. Finally, anticipatory distress may be thought of as classically conditioned distress, with anticipatory distress being a conditioned response to cues in the pre-encounter medical environment. In this regard, it is important to remember that a conditioned response is a close approximation of the original unconditioned response – the pain of the procedure. If the medical procedure is painful, then preprocedural anticipatory distress also represents pain. This is analogous to Pavlov’s dog, who salivated to meat powder and also salivated to the conditioned stimulus – the bell. Pain, like salivation, occurs from both conditioned and unconditioned stimuli.

Future research in this area should continue to expand the horizons in which behavioural observation is used to assess pain. Cross-cultural research poses a host of interesting questions about behavioural displays of pain. Thus far, much of the research in this area has been done in developed countries, many of which have a strong influence from European culture. Are there unique behavioural displays of pain in cultures that are considerably different from those in which behavioural assessment has most often been used thus far? Conversely, are behavioural indicators of pain more universal in their nature, at least given normal life events and the absence of severe stressors such as war, neglect or abuse?

We noted at the beginning of the present article that pain assessment may serve several purposes. It appears that research in this area has fulfilled some of those functions more effectively than others. Behavioural assessment has effectively been used to indicate the need for intervention and evaluate the effectiveness of interventions to reduce pain. In terms of the development of conceptual or theoretical models of pain, more work needs to be done. A final function of behavioural assessment is to inform the design of treatment programs to reduce pain. Because most assessment instruments focus exclusively on the dependent variable of pain, they are not capable of informing the design of treatment interventions without additional measures being used. We recommend that the behavioural assessment of pain be combined with the behavioural assessment of child and adult behaviours that seem to function as coping and coping promoting behaviours, respectively. There are also adult behaviours that enhance distress, and these too may be worthy targets of assessment. Adult behaviours are potent predictors of children’s pain reactions (48). This process of incorporating child coping and adult behaviours with behaviours indicative of pediatric pain, as related to the development of the CAMPIS has been described elsewhere (1). Similar approaches have been used in the development of the perioperative version of the CAMPIS (49). We also provide general guidelines regarding focusing on coping in the discussion section of the recent SPP-EBA report on evidence-based assessment of coping and stress (50). There are other potentially heuristic guides for facilitating research in this area (51,52). The addition of a focus on children’s coping and adults’ behaviours would provide an expanded role for behavioural assessment in the study of pediatric pain.
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